The LIM domain is a zinc ®nger structure that is present in several types of proteins, including homeodomain transcription factors, kinases and proteins that consist of several LIM domains. Proteins containing LIM domains have been discovered to play important roles in a variety of fundamental biological processes including cytoskeleton organization, cell lineage speci®cation and organ development, but also for pathological functions such as oncogenesis, leading to human disease. The LIM domain has been demonstrated to be a protein±protein interaction motif that is critically involved in these processes. The recent isolation and analysis of more LIM domain-containing proteins from several species have con®rmed and broadened our knowledge about LIM protein function. Furthermore, the identi®cation and characterization of factors that interact with LIM domains illuminates mechanisms of combinatorial developmental regulation. q
Introduction
Speci®c protein±protein interactions are of fundamental importance for many biological processes. These interactions are mediated by speci®c protein surfaces which, according to their biological signi®cance, remain conserved during evolution. Proteins often contain more than one interaction domain, thereby allowing multiprotein complexes to form. Multiprotein complexes are thought to be responsible for many key processes in biology, their protein composition also being a determinant of speci®city. The LIM domain, discovered 10 years ago as a conserved zinc ®nger motif, has been found in a variety of different proteins. LIM proteins that are nuclear, cytoplasmic or shuttled between both compartments have been identi®ed in many different species. These proteins contain one, two or multiple LIM domains and can be categorized into different classes according to their amino acid sequence homologies. In recent years, accumulating results have continued to attribute essential functions to LIM proteins in a variety of different biological processes. Identi®ed as a domain mediating protein±protein interactions, the LIM domain is a crucial protein structure for the biological functions of many LIM proteins, thus emphasizing their importance for the assembly of multiprotein complexes. This article reviews recent advances in the characterization of members of the LIM protein family, their biological roles, LIM domain binding proteins and regulation of activity.
A de®ning family feature: the LIM domain
Named by the initials of the three homeodomain proteins Lin11, Isl-1 and Mec-3 in which it was ®rst discovered, the LIM domain has proved to be a conserved domain found in proteins from ascidians to man. Subsequently, a number of LIM homeodomain (LIM-hd) genes were identi®ed that all shared two tandemly repeated LIM domains fused to a conserved homeodomain (Table 1) . LIM motifs were also found in other classes of genes encoding nuclear and cytoplasmic LIM domain proteins (Table 2) . Some proteins that are localized in the nucleus consist primarily of two LIM domains and were therefore named LIM only proteins (LMO). In Lmk1 and Lmk2, LIM domains are associated with kinases, and other LIM proteins with varying numbers of LIM domains have been identi®ed that are localized mainly in the cytoplasm (Curtiss and Heilig, 1998; Dawid et al., 1998; .
The LIM domain is a cysteine-histidine rich, zinc-coordinating domain, consisting of two tandemly repeated zinc ®ngers . NMR studies of the cytoplasmic LIM proteins CRP1 and CRIP revealed that the LIM domain is structurally similar to GATA-type zinc ®ngers (Perez-Alvarado et al., 1994, Xu et al., 1993; Porter et al., 1997; Pinto do O Â et al., 1998 1996). However, unlike GATA-type zinc ®ngers, the LIM domains of animal LIM proteins do not seem to bind DNA. Rather, the LIM domain has been implicated in conferring speci®c protein±protein interactions (Feuerstein et al., 1994; Schmeichel and Beckerle, 1994; Arber and Caroni, 1996) . Sequence comparisons show that several classes of LIM domains can be distinguished (Dawid et al., 1995 . In LIM-hd factors, positive and negative functions have been attributed to the LIM domain. It has been shown to be required for the synergistic activation of target genes together with other classes of transcription factors (German et al., 1992; Bach et al., 1995; Jurata and Gill, 1997) , whereas LIM domain mutated or deleted versions of Lhx1, but not the full length protein, is capable of inducing a secondary axis, when injected ventrally in Xenopus embryos (Taira et al., 1994) .
Setting cell fates: LIM-hd factors
In recent years the LIM protein family has grown considerably (see Tables 1 and 2 ) and has been attributed with essential roles in diverse biological processes. LIM-hd proteins have been shown in numerous examples to play important roles in cell fate decisions and organ development. These proteins contain two conserved N-terminal LIM domains and can be grouped pair-wise according to their overall sequence homologies .
The C. elegans LIM-hd factor, Mec-3, was shown to be involved in the speci®cation of mechanosensory neurons (Way and Chal®e, 1988) , whereas Lin11 speci®es certain vulval cell lineages (Karlsson et al., 1990) . In addition, Lin11 and ttx-3 factors have been connected with the development of speci®c thermoregulatory neurons (Hobert et al., 1997 (Hobert et al., , 1998 . Recently, the C. elegans lim-4 gene has been implicated in olfactory neuronal cell fates (Sagasti et al., 1999) , whereas the lim-6 gene is involved in the function of speci®c GABAergic neurons (Hobert et al., 1999b) . In Drosophila, the LIM-hd protein, Apterous, is required for dorsal cell identity during wing development (Cohen et al., 1992; Diaz-Benjumea and Cohen, 1993; Blair et al., 1994) , Causes T-cell leukemia when overexpressed in T-cells Greenberg et al., 1990; Boehm et al., 1991; Fisch et al., 1992; McGuire et al., 1992 LMO-2 2 Nuclear Widely expressed, brain, spleen, liver, kidney, eye, lung, limb buds Lmo2 2/2 mice die at e10.5; no erythropoiesis Causes T-cell leukemia when overexpressed in T-cells Royer-Pokora et al., 1991; Fisch et al., 1992; Warren et al., 1994; Larson et al., 1995; Neale et al., 1995 Turner et al., 1990 and Arrowhead was shown to be essential for the development of one set of imaginal cells, but incompatible with the development of another (Curtiss and Heilig, 1997) . Important developmental roles for cell type speci®cation have also been attributed to LIM-hd factors in higher vertebrates. Mice lacking functional Lhx1 fail to develop anterior head structures (Shawlot and Behringer, 1995) . Isl-1 2/2 mice do not develop certain motor-and interneurons, pituitary cell types are unable to differentiate (Pfaff et al., 1996; Takuma et al., 1998) , and the formation of pancreatic mesenchyme and islet cells is impaired (Ahlgren et al., 1997) . Lhx2 is implicated in the development of the eye, forebrain, erythrocytes and the chicken limbs (Porter et al., 1997; RodriguezEsteban et al., 1998) . Lhx3/P-Lim and Lhx4/Gsh4 are implicated in the control of anterior pituitary development and speci®cation of certain motorneurons (Sheng et al., 1996 (Sheng et al., , 1997 Sharma et al., 1998; Thor et al., 1999) , whereas Lhx5 controls the morphogenesis of hippocampal structures (Zhao et al., 1999) . LMX1a controls the dorsoventral patterning of chick limbs (Riddle et al., 1995; Vogel et al., 1995) and mutations in the LMX1b gene cause human nail patella syndrome (Chen et al., 1998; Dreyer et al., 1998) . Several other LIM homeobox factors are known to exist, including Ceh-14, BK64 and BK87 (see Dawid et al., 1998) , or have been isolated, and the speci®c mRNA expression patterns of at least some of those proteins promise important functions for the development of further embryonic cell types and structures (see Fig. 1 ).
There are many examples of developing organs in which speci®c LIM-hd genes are expressed in highly restricted but spatially and temporarily overlapping patterns. These tissue types include the developing pituitary, retina, limbs, thymus, pancreatic islet cells, spinal cord and brain. In the developing central nervous system, speci®c territories called neuromeres were identi®ed on the basis of mitotic zones and fate maps and on the expression patterns of many developmental genes (Puelles and Rubenstein, 1993) . LIM-hd expression patterns have been shown to respect the boundaries of neuromeres and the regions that express LIM-hd genes entirely cover the transverse and longitudinal neuromeres (Re Âtaux et al., 1999) . Therefore, it is likely that the LIM-hd protein family is involved in fundamental events of anteroposterior and dorsoventral patterning of the central nervous system and it has been suggested that the combinatorial expression of LIM-hd genes may de®ne distinct subclasses of neuronal cell types (e.g. Tsuchida et al., 1994) . Indeed, in the developing spinal cord it has been demonstrated recently that the LIM-hd proteins Lhx3 and Lhx4 participate in a combinatorial code which de®nes the positional information required for the generation of distinct motorneuron subfamilies Thor et al., 1999) .
Several papers have reported the induction of LIM-hd gene expression by various inducing signals for different organs. In the ventral neural tube, Isl-1 expression is induced by Sonic Hedgehog (Ericson et al., 1995) , whereas WNT7a controls the expression of Lmx1 for the dorsoventral pattern formation of the chick limb (Riddle et al., 1995; Vogel et al., 1995) . In Xenopus, dorsal mesoderm inducers of the TGF-b superfamily, including activin, nodal and actVg1, have been shown to activate the Xlim1 promoter (Rebbert and Dawid, 1997) , whereas FGF8 has been identi®ed as the likely candidate signaling molecule for the expression of Lhx6 and Lhx7, as well as for their cofactor CLIM2/NLI/LDB1 in branchial arch mesenchyme cells (Tucker et al., 1999) and for Lhx3 and Lhx4 in the embryonic anterior pituitary (Ericson et al., 1998; Treier et al., 1998) . Thus, the expression of different LIM-hd factors in various organ systems appears to be induced by multiple signals during embryogenesis. Interestingly, the Drosophila LIM-hd protein, Apterous, has been shown to activate the Notch signal transduction pathway during wing development (Diaz-Benjumea and Cohen, 1993).
Nuclear LIM-only (LMO) proteins in development and oncogenesis
Nuclear LIM-only proteins consist of two LIM domains and little else and are thought to act as molecular adapter molecules, linking proteins of various types together. As shown for the LIM-hd genes, the LIM-only genes occupy important biological roles in development. Additionally, this class of LIM proteins has also been shown to be involved in oncogenesis . The LIM-only genes LMO-1 and LMO-2 were ®rst discovered because of their localization at translocation breakpoints of T-cell leukemia patients. These translocations resulted in an abnormal expression of LMO-1 or LMO-2 in the thymus and in T-cells, tissues that normally express only low levels of both of these proteins. The overexpression of LMO-1 or LMO-2 in the thymus of transgenic animals was subsequently shown to be suf®cient for the occurrences of Tcell transformations (Larson et al., 1995 (Larson et al., , 1996 . The role of LMO-2 in erythropoiesis was further demonstrated by a gene deletion experiment: LMO-2 deleted mice die during embryogenesis due to a failure to develop mature erythrocytes (Warren et al., 1994) . Subsequently, it was shown that LMO-2 is also required for the hematopoiesis in the adult animals (Yamada et al., 1998) . These results place LMO-2 function at least prior to the bifurcation of myeloid and lymphoid lineages. The nuclear LMO family has been extended with the isolation of LMO-3 (Foroni et al., 1992) and recently, LMO-4 (Grutz et al., 1998; Kenny et al., 1998; Sugihara et al., 1998) . Interestingly, unlike mRNA from the other LMO proteins, transcripts encoding LMO-4 can be detected at high levels in the thymus. Other LMO-4-expressing tissues include the brain, skin, and pituitary gland (Grutz et al., 1998; Kenny et al., 1998; Sugihara et al., 1998 ) (see Table 2 ). A Drosophila LMO protein, dLMO, that is expressed in developing wing imaginal discs has been discovered, and its misexpression in the anterior-posterior boundary of the wing imaginal disc leads to extra wing outgrowth, a phenotype that is similar to that observed for the inactivation of the LIM-hd protein Apterous. Overexpression along the dorsal-ventral boundary leads to a phenotype similar to Beadex, a dominant mutation that causes the loss of the wing margin. Indeed, it has been shown that Beadex disrupts dLMO transcripts in the 3 H untranslated region (Mila Ân et al., 1998; Zeng et al., 1998) .
LIM kinases: regulators of cytoskeleton dynamics
Two LIM kinases, Lmk1 (Kiz) and Lmk2, have been discovered thus far, and both proteins display two N-terminal LIM domains linked to a C-terminal kinase domain (Bernard et al., 1994; Mizuno et al., 1994; Okano et al., 1995; Stanyon and Bernard, 1999) . Recent studies on Lmk1 have greatly advanced this ®eld of research. Lmk1 was found to shuttle between the cytoplasm and the nucleus (Yang and Mizuno, 1999) . Whereas a nuclear role for Lmks has not been reported, recent work demonstrated a central cytoplasmic role of Lmk1 in the organization of the actin cytoskeleton. This is achieved by its ability to phosphorylate co®lin, thereby reversing co®lin-induced actin depolymerization (Arber et al., 1998; Yang et al., 1998) . The fact that Lmk1 has recently been shown to be itself phosphorylated by the small guanosine triphosphatase Rho-associated kinase ROCK places Lmk1 in the pathway of Rho-induced reorganization of the actin cytoskeleton (Maekawa et al., 1999) . Furthermore, Lmk1 is able to activate the serum response factor (SRF), a transcription factor that regulates the expression of many serum-inducible and muscle-speci®c genes. Here, Lmk1-mediated SRF activation was not dependent on serum, but rather on signals that depend on alterations in actin dynamics (Sotiropoulos et al., 1999 ). These results demonstrate a major role of Lmk1 in the regulation of cell motility and morphogenesis.
Diverse functions for other classes of LIM proteins
The primarily cytoplasmic cysteine-rich protein (CRP) subfamily members, CRP1, CRP2, CRP3/MLP and CRIP, consist primarily of characteristic LIM domains that are each linked to a short additional conserved motif. CRIP contains only one, whereas the other three members, CRP1±3, each contain two of these characteristic LIM domains (Perez-Alvarado et al., 1996; Dawid et al., 1998) . Mice which lack the CRP3/MLP gene show disturbances of the cytoarchitecture of both cardiac and skeletal muscle . The fact that all three CRP proteins are associated with actin ®laments and with the Z lines of myo®bers, display very similar biochemical properties, but show distinct protein expression pro®les suggests that they perform similar functions which are executed in distinct locations during vertebrate development Louis et al., 1997) . In addition to the cytoplasmic localization of CRP3/MLP, nuclear localization has also been reported (Arber and Caroni, 1996) , and a recent report links CRP3/MLP to an enhancement of the activity of the bHLH transcription factor MyoD (Kong et al., 1997) . Furthermore, the Drosophila CRP gene, Mlp, might be the direct target of the myocyte enhancer-binding factor 2 (MEF2) (Stronach et al., 1999) .
The divergent group 3 of LIM proteins is divided in two subgroups. One is comprised of members such as Ril, Enigma, Zyxin, Prickle and Paxillin. Ril contains one LIM domain, whereas Enigma, Zyxin and Prickle contain three, and Paxillin four, conserved LIM domains at their C-terminal ends. Besides their LIM domains, these proteins carry additional functional protein domains at their N-termini (Beckerle, 1997; Dawid et al., 1998; . Sequences of several more putative group 3 members as yet unpublished are found in sequence databases (see Dawid et al., 1998; Gubb et al., 1999; Hobert et al., 1999a,b) . Most of the proteins of this group have been shown to be associated with the cytoskeleton (Turner et al., 1990; Sadler et al., 1992; Guy et al., 1999) . In addition, Enigma seems to be involved in protein traf®cking (Wu and Gill, 1994) . Several alternatively spliced mRNAs of the recently identi®ed Prickle protein have been shown to be involved in the speci®cation of planar polarity in Drosophila (Gubb et al., 1999) .
The SLIM1/KyoT/ACT and PINCH subgroups consist primarily of four and ®ve LIM domains, respectively. Unc-98, a recently identi®ed C. elegans LIM protein of the PINCH subclass, affects the structural integrity of the integrin-containing muscle adherens junctions and is important for the mechanosensory functions of touch receptor neurons (Hobert et al., 1999a) . SLIM1/KyoT1 has been shown to be localized in the cytoplasm, but KyoT2, an alternative spliced form of the same gene that contains only the N-terminal two LIM domains, is localized in the nucleus (Taniguchi et al., 1998) . Recently, the LIM protein ACT has been identi®ed that consists of four LIM domains. ACT protein is highly and speci®cally expressed in the nuclei of mouse testis cells (Fimia et al., 1999) .
LIM domains are versatile protein±protein interaction domains
Because protein±protein interactions have been discovered to be of fundamental functional and regulatory importance for many biological processes, and because of the essential biological roles documented for LIM proteins, the ®nding that the LIM domain serves as a protein±protein interaction interface has been of great interest (Feuerstein et al., 1994; Schmeichel and Beckerle, 1994; Arber and Caroni, 1996) . Indeed, many different types of proteins capable of interacting with LIM domains have been identi®ed, including structural proteins, kinases, LIM domain proteins, several classes of transcription factors and cofactors.
CRP proteins have been shown to dimerize and to bind speci®cally to the adhesion plaque LIM protein Zyxin (Feuerstein et al., 1994; Beckerle, 1994, 1997; Louis et al., 1997) . The other known cytoskeletal interaction partner is the actin-crosslinking protein a-actinin (Pomie Ás et al., 1997) . CRP3/MLP has been shown to bind to the nuclear LIM proteins Lmo1 and Apterous (Arber and Caroni, 1996) and to the muscle bHLH factor MyoD. This last interaction promotes the myogenic activity of MyoD (Kong et al., 1997) .
The interaction of Zyxin with CRP1 has been shown to be mediated by LIM domain 1, whereas the binding of Zyxin to a-actinin, which links this protein to the cytoskeleton, is not mediated through the LIM domain, but with an N-terminal proline-rich region (Schmeichel and Beckerle, 1994; Louis et al., 1997) . The LIM protein Paxillin has been shown to interact via its N-terminal protein region with the cytoskeleton protein Vinculin and the focal adhesion kinase (FAK) (Turner et al., 1990) . A possible link to apoptosis may be indicated by the interaction reported between Paxillin and bcl-2, an inhibitor of apoptosis (Sorenson and Sheibani, 1999) , however, the involvement of the LIM domains in this interaction remains unclear (C. Sorenson, pers. commun.) . Protein interactions that are mediated via the LIM domains of Enigma and the Enigma homologue (ENH) include the insulin receptor, receptor tyrosine kinases and protein kinase C (PKC) (Wu and Gill, 1994; Kuroda et al., 1996; Wu et al., 1996) . Moreover, an interaction of Enigma's PDZ domain with b-tropomyosin has been published recently (Guy et al., 1999) . The LIM domains of Lmk1 can interact with themselves, and with PKC (Kuroda et al., 1996) . For the LIM protein PINCH, an interaction with integrin-linked kinase (ILK) has been demonstrated (Tu et al., 1999) . The SLIM/KyoT alternatively spliced nuclear variant KyoT2 binds to and represses the transcriptional activity of the transcription factor RBP-J, an effector protein of the Notch signal transduction pathway. However, this interaction is not mediated via its LIM domain but with its speci®c C-terminus (Taniguchi et al., 1998) . The nuclear LIM protein ACT has been shown to interact with the effector proteins of the cAMP signaling pathway, CREM and CREB, that were previously shown to be active via their interaction with the coactivator CREB-binding protein (CBP). ACT stimulates the transcriptional activity mediated by CREM and CREB in a CBP-independent manner (Fimia et al., 1999) .
The LIM domains of the nuclear LIM-only protein LMO-2 interact with at least two classes of DNA binding proteins: the zinc ®nger transcription factors GATA-1 and GATA-2, and Tal1/Scl protein, which belongs to the bHLH class of transcription factors (Table 3) . These interactions are believed to be of physiological relevance, since knock-out mice of any one of these three genes result in the similar phenotype of inhibition of erythropoiesis . Furthermore, the ef®ciency of T-cell transformations was greatly increased in double transgenic animals in which Tal1 was overexpressed together with LMO-2, demonstrating a synergistic oncogenic potential of both proteins (Larson et al., 1996) . LMO-4 has been shown to be able to interact in vivo with mDEAF (Table 3) (Sugihara et al., 1998) , the mouse homologue of the Drosophila DNA-binding protein, deformed epidermal autoregulatory factor 1 (DEAF1). These studies show that nuclear LIM proteins participate in the formation of larger multiprotein complexes that form on DNA and that in¯uence transcription.
The LIM domain of LIM-hd factors has also been reported to interact with several classes of other transcription factors (Table 3 ). The LIM domain of Lmx1 has been shown to interact with the bHLH factor E47 on the insulin gene minienhancer. This interaction is speci®c, since E47 does not bind to Isl-1, and results in a synergistic gene activation (German et al., 1992; Johnson et al., 1997; Jurata and Gill, 1997) . In the anterior pituitary, the LIM domain of Agulnick et al., 1996; Morcillo et al., 1997; Mila Ân and Cohen, 1999; van Meyel et al., 1999 LHX, LMO and LMK1 RLIM RING zinc ®nger cofactor Overexpression inhibits functional activity of LIM homeodomain factors Lhx3/P-Lim can interact with the POU domain transcription factor Pit-1. This interaction also promotes synergistic gene activation events from the promoters/enhancers of several pituitary genes (Bach et al., 1995; Meier et al., 1999) . Furthermore, the LIM domain of Lhx3/P-Lim has also been reported to interact with the homeodomain of Isl-1 . LIM domains of nuclear LIM proteins have been shown not only to interact with transcription factors, but also with cofactors that do not bind to DNA. Several laboratories reported the cloning of a conserved family of cofactors that bind to LIM domains of nuclear LIM proteins, consisting of CLIM1/Ldb2 and CLIM2/Ldb1/NLI/Chip (Agulnick et al., 1996; Jurata et al., 1996; Bach et al., 1997; Morcillo et al., 1997; Visvader et al., 1997) . Highest CLIM1 and -2 mRNA levels can be detected in regions of speci®c LIMhd gene expression (Jurata et al., 1996; Bach et al., 1997; Visvader et al., 1997; Toyama et al., 1998) . The CLIM cofactors can homodimerize and form multiprotein complexes consisting of LIM homeodomain, LMO, Pitx, bHLH and GATA transcription factors (Agulnick et al., 1996; Jurata et al., 1996 Bach et al., 1997; Jurata and Gill, 1997; Morcillo et al., 1997; Visvader et al., 1997; Wadman et al., 1997; Breen et al., 1998) , suggesting that the formations of protein complexes is an important feature for CLIM function.
Recently, another cofactor named RLIM, which is a RING H2 zinc ®nger protein, has been isolated that also associates with LIM domains of nuclear LIM proteins. Interestingly, the expression pattern of RLIM-encoding mRNA strongly resembles the pattern of CLIM2/Ldb1/NLI in mouse and chicken as determined by in situ hybridization. RLIM can interact not only with nuclear LIM domain containing proteins, but also with the CLIM cofactors and with members of the histone deacetylase corepressor complex .
These results show that LIM proteins interact with a variety of proteins in different cellular compartments via their LIM domains, and that these interactions are important for the biological function of LIM proteins. Thus, LIM domains seem to be adapter molecules promoting the formation of protein complexes. Since so many different LIM proteins are implicated in various cellular processes, it is plausible that still more proteins exist that are recruited into these complexes via binding to LIM domains.
Regulation of nuclear LIM proteins by associated cofactors
Tissue-speci®c combinations of transcription factors regulate distinct target genes required for the development of different tissues. This regulation is thought to rely in part on the recruitment of additional proteins into speci®c multiprotein complexes that direct transcription from distinct promoter elements. Since many members of the nuclear LIM protein families are expressed in an overlapping fashion, one would imagine that they must rely on strict control mechanisms to ensure proper development. However, little is known about these mechanisms underlying the regulation of activity of nuclear LIM proteins. The isolation of factors that bind to LIM domains has started to illuminate this issue.
The CLIM cofactors are important for the activity of LIM-hd proteins (Agulnick et al., 1996; Morcillo et al., 1997; Breen et al., 1998) and have been implicated in the synergistic activation or in an inhibition of target genes, depending on the promoter context (Bach et al., 1997; Jurata and Gill, 1997) . In Drosophila, it has been demonstrated that the relative amount of Apterous and CLIM/Chip expression is critical for proper wing development (Fernandez-Funez et al., 1998; Mila Ân et al., 1998; Mila Ân and Cohen, 1999; van Meyel et al., 1999) . The developmental requirement of CLIM molecules in conjunction with LIM-hd factors has recently been demonstrated by using dominant-negative approaches in chick and Drosophila Mila Ân and Cohen, 1999; van Meyel et al., 1999) . Furthermore, the requirement of CLIM/Chip for Apterous activity has been demonstrated in an elegant experiment in which the LIM domain of Apterous is replaced by the dimerization domain of Chip. This fusion protein proved to be equally active as wild-type Apterous protein for Drosophila wing development (Mila Ân and Cohen, 1999; van Meyel et al., 1999) . However, exactly how the CLIM molecules exert their functions that lead to LIM-hd protein activity is not clear. Several lines of evidence suggest that the CLIM cofactor family is also important for the functioning of proteins other than LIMhd transcription factors. The CLIM protein family members bind to Pitx1/POTX, a transcription factor of the bicoid class (Bach et al., 1997) and mutations in Chip, the Drosophila CLIM homologue, display severe segmentation disorders well before the expression of any known LIM-hd factor (Morcillo et al., 1997) .
The involvement of CLIM cofactors in the pathogenesis of acute T-cell leukemia is suggested by the observation that CLIM proteins are associated with LMO-1 in patients with T-ALL (Valge-Archer et al., 1998) . It has been shown that forced overexpression of CLIM2 in the G1ER proerythroblast cell line keeps these cells in an undifferentiated state, preventing their differentiation into erythrocytes (Visvader et al., 1997) . Furthermore, it has been proposed that the abnormally high levels of LMO-1 or -2 in T-cell leukemia patients displaces LMO-4 from its complex with CLIM cofactors and that this displacement in¯uences T-cell differentiation prior to T-cell tumor occurrence (Grutz et al., 1998) .
The RING zinc ®nger protein, RLIM, is another cofactor that has been identi®ed by its ability to interact with nuclear LIM domains. RLIM inhibits not only the transcriptional activity of P-Lim/Lhx3 in transient cotransfections, but all of the previously observed synergistic activations of Lhx3/ P-Lim with other transcription factor families. This transcriptional inhibition seems to be mediated by the recruit-ment of the Sin3A/histone deacetylase repressor complex. The overexpression of RLIM in chicken wings results in phenotypes that resemble speci®c inhibition of LIM-hd proteins during development. Combined, these data show that RLIM inhibits functional activity of LIM-hd factors. However, because of an CLIM±RLIM interaction independent of the involvement of LIM domains, it is unclear whether RLIM inhibits LIM-hd factors directly or indirectly via the CLIM cofactors, or both .
The CLIM cofactors, as well as RLIM, also interact with nuclear LMO proteins in vivo. An interesting model has been presented of how the activity of LIM-hd factors can be inhibited by the overexpression of LMO proteins. This is done by competing the CLIM cofactors away from their LIM-hd protein partners. In this context, it has been shown that a tetramer consisting of two Apterous and Chip molecules can be regulated by dLMO proteins (Mila Ân et al., 1998; Zeng et al., 1998; Mila Ân and Cohen, 1999; van Meyel et al., 1999) . This scenario requires the CLIM±LIM-hd factor interaction for proper developmental activity with CLIM molecules being present in limiting amounts. These and previous results suggest that the RLIM and CLIM cofactors as well as LMO proteins should be able to strongly contribute to the duration, intensity and speci®city of the LIM-hd factor-conferred activation of the genes which in ®ne will determine the growth and differentiation properties of cell types.
Taken together, biochemical and genetic data place the CLIM cofactor family in a central position for the exertion of the developmental program mediated by LIM-hd transcription factors. Further evidence suggests that the CLIM cofactors play important roles not only in the LMO class of nuclear LIM proteins, but also in the activity of other transcription factors. Thus, the identi®cation of CLIM and RLIM cofactors and LMO proteins demonstrates that in vertebrates, where LIM-hd factors are often expressed in a temporally and spatially overlapping fashion, regulation of LIM homeobox factor activity underlies a complex regulatory mode.
Conclusions
It seems clear that the protein±protein interactions mediated by the LIM domain are crucial components for the execution and combinatorial regulation of at least some of the cellular processes controlled by LIM proteins. Thus, LIM domains can be regarded as scaffolds for the formation of higher order complexes. This basic theme of forming multiprotein complexes held together by LIM domains seems to be applied in nature for a variety of functional contexts and is crucial for the proper function of several independent regulatory pathways. Undoubtedly, the identi®cation/characterization of more LIM domain proteins and the further deciphering of the regulatory pathways in which these proteins are involved will continue to illuminate new and exciting basic biological mechanisms.
